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Abstract - Aging of asphalt binders leads to damage on 
pavements, because of changes in their rheological conduct 
and in the fastener arrangement. A solidifying of the black-top 
can be watched, chiefly caused by the oxidation of the black-
top cover itself. Oxidation rate is affected by temperature, 
bright radiation and inherent qualities of materials. In request 
to be described, the folio is removed from the field-matured 
black-top centers that utilization to have a few centimeters in 
thickness. The maturing procedure, in any case, relies upon the 
entrance of oxygen into the field center which changes with 
the separation from the asphalt surface. In request to know 
the maturing states of the asphalt surface (just) and to assess 
their impact on the bond qualities, it is important to 
recuperate the surface black-top fastener. Just the surface 
cover is presented to bright beams and weathering. Another 
test technique has been created in this work. It depends on the 
black-top folio recuperation from the upper piece of the black-
top blend layer. This strategy was approved by the infrared 
spectrometry through correlation with the perfect black-top 
cover (matured and not matured) and with the traditional 
extraction. Moreover, a quickened maturing convention was 
created with the utilization of an atmosphere chamber 
involved splendor settings, and dampness and climate 
molding, to identify with the French atmosphere. The 
maturing comes about acquired in the research facility and in 
the field were analyzed utilizing a similar test strategy. This 
examination permitted the foundation of a quickening agent 
factor as for the expansion of sulfoxide and carboxyl 
gatherings. This examination gives a superior comprehension 
of the impact of maturing on the slip protection and the 
capacity of the material to oppose to cleaning. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Aging of black-top folios prompts untimely harm on asphalts, 
because of changes in their rheological conduct and in the 
fastener piece (Farcas, 1996). Black-top experiences diverse 
kinds of maturing, recognized by their instruments, which 
can be named physical and concoction (Ramond et al., 1990; 
Zhao, 2011). The physical maturing is characterized by an 
expansion of thickness without substance change of 
constituents. The concoction maturing is the most critical 
and complex, and compares to oxidation, cyclization and 
aromatization responses. It results to a solidifying of the 
black-top which ends up harder and fragile (Leseur, 2008). 

Maturing rate is impacted by temperature, bright radiation 
and availability to oxygen. This last point is driven by 
attributes of the material: layer thickness, kind of black-top, 
level of voids and totals. Whatever the sort of maturing, 
solidifying impacts increment the danger of splitting. The 
folio loses its capacity to unwind worry amid the cooling 
procedure (Isacsson, 1997). Consequently, the issues of 
strength are unequivocally connected to the black-top ability 
to oppose to oxidation or physical solidifying. By and large, 
assessment of thermo-mechanical properties of blends 
matured nearby are performed on test cored in various 
layers. These examples of a few centimeters thick are 
inclined to an oxidation slope because of oxygen openness 
through the thickness. Results, taken from the blend tests or 
from the recouped fastener, speak to a normal estimation of 
the general maturing condition of the natural stage.  

Examinations done at IFSTTAR to ponder the development 
of slip protection of black-top asphalt  

(Kane et al., 2010) have demonstrated that the erosion 
coefficient for the black-top examples removed at the un-
trafficked some portion of the street (crisis ceasing path on 
expressways) increments unequivocally in the principal 
minutes until achieving a greatest and after that remaining 
parts moderately steady (Figure 1). Accordingly, the 
maturing marvel can't be overlooked when outlining black-
top asphalts and the conceivable slip protection 
advancement. 

 

Figure 1. Friction coefficient for the asphalt specimens 

To assess the impact of maturing on a surface property, 
similar to the slip protection, the mass conduct isn't huge. 
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For sure, surface has all the earmarks of being the more 
focused on zone (ecological condition, sun, rain, air). 
Henceforth, it winds up critical to center around the 
assessment on the black-top fastener that is presented to the 
sun radiation and the weathering. The traditional 
procedures of bitumen recuperation by disintegration in a 
dissolvable and vanishing can't select the fastener in 
connection to its profundity in the black-top layer. 
Undoubtedly, it utilizes around 1kg of material and 
additionally these systems are destructives for the example. 
In this investigation, another strategy is proposed to portray 
the substance adjustments of the folio on the surface of the 
blend. The paper depicts and assesses the utilized 
philosophy, which utilize a little amount of black-top and an 
Infrared-spectroscopy estimation without vanishing process. 
The convention is right off the bat approved on show tests. 
At that point, the technique is utilized on folio taken at the 
surface of blends, matured nearby and in a climatic chamber. 

2. Materials and Usual Infrared Procedures 

2.1. Materials 

Table 1 presents the characteristics of the aggregates and 
the binder used in this work. The aggregates were collected 
at Noubleau quarry and the fines aggregates have a 
calcareous origin. Three types of asphalt were used: (i) pure 
binder naphthenic without paraffin; (ii) pure binder with 
paraffin and (iii) polymer modified binder incorporating SBS 
polymer (Styrene Butadiene Styrene). 

Table 1: Aggregates and binder 

 

The hot asphalt mixture studied is a very thin asphaltic 
overlay, or a BétonBitumineuxTrèsMince (BBTM 0/10) in 
French. The mixtures were produced using a mixer BBMAX 
according to the standard EN 12697-35 [EN 12697-35, 
2007]. The loose mix was compacted with dimensions 600! 
400! 50 mm, using a French roller compactor according to 
the standard EN 12697-33 [EN 12697-33, 2004]. Three 
mixes are manufactured (M1, M2 and M3)composed of 
binders B1, B2 and B3 respectively 

2.2. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) for black-
top covers can be utilized as an marker of maturing, on the 
grounds that it permits the recognizable proof of the 
advancement of two concoction elements coming about 
because of oxidation: the Carbonyl (C=O) and Sulfoxide 
(S=O) joins (Figure 2). So as to dispose of the impact of test 
readiness (thickness of the cover film), comes about are 
given moderately to another assimilation band. In the 
present investigation, ingestion band of useful assemble C=O 
and S=O are ascertained moderately to basic gathering CH2 
and CH3. Figure 2 is simply given for representation. 
Increment of CH2 CH3 retention band isn't connected to 
maturing however to test thickness. The relative increment 
of C=O and S=O useful gatherings reflects black-top 
maturing, went with by a solidifying (diminish in infiltration 
and increment in the softening point) (Farcas, 1998; Farcas 
et al., 2010). 

 

Figure 2: FTIR spectra of a pure asphalt aged 

Sample preparation can classically performed using two 
different methods. The first one(method M1) consists in 
laying the bitumen as a thin film on KBr pellets (Figure 3(a)). 
The second method (method M2) consists in solubilising the 
bitumen in a solvent, with subsequent dripping in the KBr 
cell (Figure 3(b)). 

 

Figure 3: (a) Method M1: Thin film of asphalt on KBr 
pellets 

Constituents(BBTM 0/10) Percentage (%) 

Aggregates 

6/10 mm (Noubleau) 55.45 

4/6  mm (Noubleau) 12.32 

Sand 0/2 mm 
(Noubleau) 

 

24.17 

Filler (Calcareous) 

 

 

2.84 

Asphalt 

B1 : Pure naphthenic 
binder 

5.21 

B2 : Pure paraffinic 
binder 

 

5.21 

B3 : Polymer modified 
binder 

 

5.21 
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(b) Method M2:Asphalt + solvent in a KBR cell 

Whatever the method, the functional characteristics are 
determined by measurement of the infrared absorption 
bands corresponding to CO and SO functions. They are 
represented respectively by absorption bands around 1700 
cm-1 and 1030 cm-1. Equations 1 and 2 give the normalized 
calculus used to determine the oxidation indices. 

 

3. Evaluation of a New IR Procedure 

3.1. Comparison of methods M1 and M2 

The motivation behind this preparatory investigation was to 
confirm assuming SO and CO capacities estimations of 
matured black-top solubilized in tetrachloroethylene 
dissolvable are equivalent to those deliberate from a similar 
matured black-top broke down on a Potassium Bromide 
(KBr) plates (common method). For the approval of the 
strategy, a few tests were performed also, analyzed on two 
comparable examples matured in similar conditions in stove. 
To age the examples, thin movies (around 2,0mm) of black-
top B1 (were presented to air at 180°C amid six unique 
periods (0,5h � 1h � 2h � 4h � 8h and 24h). At that point, 
these examples were portrayed in IR spectroscopy utilizing 
the two strategies M1 (the bitumen in film arranged on KBr 
pellets) and M2 (the arrangement bitumen and dissolvable 
in a KBr cell) as appeared in the Area 2.2. For the two 
techniques, preparatory sweeps are performed on cell 
loaded with tetrachloroethylene alone and on KBr plates 
keeping in mind the end goal to get the IR foundation. The 
infrared spectroscopy was performed in transmission mode. 
Spectra of tests were acquired by utilizing 5 checks/test at 2 
cm-1 determination. The Figure 4 demonstrates the 
schematic chart of the test set-up. 

 

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up 

In Figure 5, the graphics show the FTIR spectra from both 
methods (M1 and M2) after different levels of aging. Global 
absorbance appears to be strongly dependent on the 
conditions of analysis (solvent in a cell, KBr plate). From 
these spectra, normalized values of CO and SO absorption 
bands according to Equation (1) and (2) are calculated and 
reported in Figures 6 and 7. 

 

Figure 5: (a) M1 - pure binder 

 

Figure 5: (b) M2 – binder + solvent 
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Figure 6: Carbonyl Index 

 

Figure 7: Sulfoxide Index 

Maturing energy of the examples matured amid six unique 
periods (0,5h � 1h � 2h � 4h � 8h and 24h) seems, by all 
accounts, to be comparative whatever the strategy. 
Considering the by and large watched repeatability, which is 
near 1%, comes about because of the two strategies can be 
considered as proportional. This outcomes implies that 
maturing motor can be evaluated on little measure of black-
top taken, for instance, just on some total particles. This will 
be contemplated in the following area. Then again, as it has 
been as of now watched that the ISO record shows up not to 
develop contrasted with the ICO list, amid maturing in 
research facility (Le Guern, 2011). In the accompanying part, 
just Carbonyl Index (ICO) will be considered. 

3.2. Evaluation of aging of asphalt extracted from 
aggregate particle using method M2 

AGING MEASUREMENT PROTOCOL 

To consider the maturing of a black-top blend surface, 
fastener must be removed from a few particles taken 
specifically at the surface presented to air, sun and rain. In 
the past segment, it has been demonstrated that exclusive a 
little measure of cover is important utilizing strategy M2. 
Amount of black-top covered on two particles ought to be 
sufficient. Be that as it may, key point is to guarantee an 
impeccable division between the folio and the total particles, 
with thoughtfulness regarding the total end of the fines. 
Without a doubt, mineral particles upset infrared estimation. 
The accompanying convention is proposed:  

Concentrate two grains of the surface of a black-top blend in 
the wake of maturing (Figure 8 (a) and (b));  

 In a glass bottle, put the two grains and 10ml of 
dissolvable and let it respond amid 30 minutes 
(Figure 8(c));  
 

 Transfer the arrangement (dissolvable + black-top + 
fines) to another container, leaving the coarse total 
in the glass bottle;  
 

 Use an axis to make the partition between the fines 
and the arrangement (dissolvable + black-top) for 
20 minutes (Figure 8(d) and (e));  
 

 Use infrared spectrometry to examine the 
arrangement (technique M2) acquired by 
centrifugation. Preceding the infrared investigation 
of the arrangement (dissolvable + black-top), play 
out an infrared investigation of unadulterated 
dissolvable Figure 8(f). 

 

Figure 8: (a) Extraction of grains on the surface 

 

Figure 8: (b) Samples with two grains of mixture 

 

Figure 8: (c) Grains in the solvent 
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Figure 8: (d) Centrifuge 

 

Figure 8: (e) Solution after centrifugation 

 

Figure 8: (f) Infrared analysis 

VALIDATION OF THE PROTOCOL 

Tests of the free black-top blend (utilizing the unadulterated 
naphthenic folio: B1) were matured in stove amid six distinct 
periods: 0.5h � 1h � 2h � 4h � 8h and 24h at a temperature 
of 180°C. At that point, the examples were submitted to the 
black-top extraction method displayed above. In Figure 9, it 
is conceivable to watch that there is an expansion of the CO 
list which portrays the maturing of the fastener on the 
examples assessed. Figure 10 demonstrates that there is not 
an expansion of the SO file. In this way, the new strategy 
from the extraction on two particles with no refining of the 
black-top fastener, trailed by the IR test, can portray the 
maturing motor of the black-top blend. 

 

Figure 9: Carbonyl Index for the solution (binder 
extracted + solvent) 

 

Figure 10: Sulfoxide Index for the solution (binder 
extracted + solvent) 

4. Applying the Method to the Evaluation of Natural 
and Laboratory Surface Aging 

Some compacted tests were matured in outdoors, which 
compares to a characteristic maturing, while different 
examples were matured in a stove called Weatherometer 
(SUNTEST XXL+), permitting quickened maturing (Figure 
11). This machine has an interior water tank for splash and 
mugginess capacities, so it is perfect for mimicking climate 
impacts. The Weatherometer machine is additionally 
outfitted with sifted Xenon lights to duplicate sun based 
radiation. Temperature is controlled utilizing an air blowing 
framework. Counterfeit maturing parameters were picked 
with a specific end goal to apply amid 40 days, one year of 
sun oriented irradiance and rain in Nantes (France), where 
the regular maturing is performed (820 mm of rain for each 
year from 1961 to 1990 and normal yearly sunlight based 
radiation of 215 MJ/m2). Henceforth, 500 cycles of 2 hours 
in the machine will be connected. Each cycle is made out of 2 
minutes of watering and 118 minutes of drying. Relative 
stickiness amid the drying time frame is kept up at 70%. 
Irradiance (controlled in the UV extend, 300-400 nm) is 
settled at 60 W/m". Temperature of the example is kept up 
at 60°C. Consistently (for normal maturing tests) or each 
three days (for quickened maturing tests), two grains of the 
blend were recouped from the examples surface, to perform 
infrared tests. The three blends M1, M2 and M3 are tried 
keeping in mind the end goal to assess the cover impact on 
maturing energy. 
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Figure 11: (a) Natural aging 

 

Figure 11: (b) Teat of accelerated aging (Zhao,2011) 

The ICO and ISO indices were measured for each sample. 
However, only the ICO index is presented here, because it 
has a more significant increase with the aging time. The 
results of the ICO evolution of the samples after the natural 
and accelerated aging are given in Figures 10 and 11. The 
curves respectively show the evolution of the ICO as a 
function of the two time scales (days in Figure 12 and 
months in Figure 13). In both cases, the ICO index increases 
with the aging time. However, the samples submitted to 
accelerated aging show higher final values of ICO, indicating 
a higher degree of aging at the end of the process. 

 

Figure 12: ICO as a function of the accelerated aging 
(adapted from Zhao,2011) 

 

Figure 13: ICO as a function of the natural aging (adapted 
from Zhao,2011) 

Table 2: Synthessis of the slope and the R2 values on ICO 
measures 

Asphalt 
type 

Accelerated Natural 

Interce
pt (%) 

Slope(%
/day) 

R2 
Interce
pt (%) 

Slope(%
/day) 

R2 

Pure 
binder 

(B1) 
1.94 0.22 0.86 0.84 0.6 0.81 

Binder + 
paraffin 

(B2) 
0.58 0.2 0.78 -0.61 0.59 0.82 

Binder + 
SBS (B3) 

1.1 0.21 0.87 -0.53 0.67 0.84 

 

In this paper, the likelihood to quantify oxidation files by 
infrared spectroscopy on a little measure of black-top taken 
from some total particles has been examined. This 
examination has initially checked that maturing could be 
measured by methods for a FTIR examination. Two states 
ofinvestigations have been thought about: the first, the more 
utilized, comprising in laying the bitumen as a thin film on 

5. CONCLUSION 

In first estimation, ICO esteems are straightly added. Slants, 
capture and R" values of the pattern lines are appeared in 
Table 2. Captures, which speak to beginning ICO lists, are 
negative is a few cases. This non-physical impact must be 
credited to exploratory dissipating saw amid ICO list 
advancements in contrast with the accepted straight 
development. In any case, with respect to captures, 
positioning of the folios are the same for characteristic also, 
quickened maturing. Also, for each maturing condition, 
introduced lines indicate comparative maturing motor 
whatever fasteners tried: 0.21 % every day for quickened 
maturing and 0.62 % /month for characteristic maturing 
(mean estimation of inclines). At long last, utilizing the 
previously mentioned maturing strategies, it can be 
reasoned that surface maturing can be quickened by 10 by 
methods for the quickened strategy, or as it were, 3 days of 
quickened maturing relates to one month of characteristic 
maturing. 
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KBr pellets, and the second one comprising in dissolving the 
bitumen in a dissolvable. They have demonstrated similar 
outcomes for similar materials. At that point, another test 
technique created to portray the maturing of the surface of a 
surface layer has been displayed. This strategy permits to 
recoup the bitumen of a few particles of the upper piece of 
the black-top blend layer as it were. This strategy is very 
more helpful for examining surface maturing in light of the 
fact that it needs less measures of materials contrasted with 
standard strategies. At long last, a quickened strategy for 
maturing surface bitumen has been proposed. An 
examination between bitumen matured both on location and 
as per this quickened technique has featured that this 
strategy was important and could quicken the maturing of 
bitumen by a factor of ten. It will now conceivable to connect 
maturing of the surface to slide protection. Additionally 
papers will center around this subject. 
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